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ABSTRACT 
The accumulation of rounding errors in methods used to compute the projection 
of a point onto a linear manifold is studied. The methods are based on modified 
Gram-Schmidt, Householder, and Givens orthogonal factorizations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Problems in applied mathematics often require the computation of the 
solution of the linear system 
ATx = b (1.1) 
at the least distance from an assigned point p, i.e., the solution to the problem 
where the n x m real matrix A and the real m-vector b are known, and the 
n-vector x is unknown. In this paper, the Euclidean norm for the vectors and 
the corresponding induced norm for the matrices are denoted by 11. )I, and the 
Frobenius norm by 11. I I F. 
The system (1.1) is assumed consistent even if the rank of A is not full. In 
any case, a linear dependence test and a consistency test of the system (1.1) 
are both useful in solving (1.2). 
For the case p = 0 Huang gives in [l] a method, based on the modified 
Gram-Schmidt decomposition of the matrix A, which includes these two tests. 
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In [2] we have generalized this method by taking into account other orthogo- 
nal decompositions of the matrix A; in particular we have experimentally 
evaluated the numerical stability of the methods described. Furthermore, in 
[2] these methods are experimentally compared with a very good method for 
which in [3] a backward error analysis is given and the tests of consistency 
and linear dependence are studied. 
Here we give a roundoff error analysis of the methods examined in [2]. In 
Sections 2 and 3 we will give some properties of the solution of (1.2) and will 
describe the methods used to compute the solution. The error analysis will be 
made in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, in Section 6, the tests of consistency and 
linear dependence will be discussed. 
2. DATA PERTURBATION 
In Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5, unless otherwise explicitly stated, we assume 
that m < n and A is of full rank. The solution x* of (1.2) can be written as 
x*= [Z-A(ArA)-lAr]p+A(ArA)-l~. (2.1) 
If 
P(A)=Z-A(ATA)-'AT 
denotes the orthogonal projection matrix onto the manifold defined by the 
system ATx = 0 and 
A+=(ATA)-'AT 
denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A, from (2.1) we have 
Hence x* is the sum of the minimum length solution of (1.1) and the 
projection of p onto the manifold {x: A% = 0). Moreover, the R.H.S. of (2.1) 
with an arbitrary u replacing p gives the general solution of (1.1). 
Let us now describe some results of the perturbation theory. The matrix A 
and vectors 6 and fi are defined as 
A=A+G, 
b=b+hb, 
F=p+Ap, 
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and constants (Y, j3, y, 6, and Z?(A) are defined as follows: 
IlGll IWI llbll 
a=z7 ‘= llbll ’ ’ = IIAII IIx*ll ’ 
6 = IIAPII K(A) 
IIPII ’ 
k(A) = 
l-&(A)’ 
where K(A) is the condition number of A: K(A) = ]]A]1 ]]A+]]. If &(A) < 1, 
then rank(A) = rank(A), and in [4] it is shown that the solution ? of the 
problem 
is related to x* by the inequality 
IF* - ?I1 
Ilx*ll 
ll;l-*;‘l) + ( ll;l-;ll + 1) 6. (2.3) 
The bound (2.3) has already been used in [3] [formula (31)] together with a 
similar bound [formula (5)], which also has been derived from the results of 
[4]. These two bounds (and the corresponding roundoff error of the algorithm 
studied in [3]) are quantitatively slightly different. In this paper we prefer 
(2.3) because it makes some minor simplifications in the computations possi- 
ble. 
If m = n, (2.3) becomes the well-known formula 
lb* - 211 
Ilx*ll 
i &A)@+ UP). 
If m = n, rank(A) = p (CL < m), we can extract from (1.1) a system 
(2.4) 
of p linearly independent equations. The solution x* and a perturbation 
formula can be obtained from (2.1) and (2.3) replacing A with A’ and b with 
b’. 
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3. THE ALGORITHMS 
The algorithms described here for the solution of (1.2) are based on the 
factorization 
A=QR, (34 
where R is an m X m upper triangular matrix of elements rij and Q is an 
n x m matrix which has pairwise orthogonal columns 9i. 
The Gram-Schmidt and modified Gram-Schmidt methods give (3.1) di- 
rectly, where rii = 1 and gi, i = 1;. *, m, are not normalized. However the 
Householder and Givens methods compute an n X n orthonormal matrix H, 
an m x m upper triangular matrix R, and an (n - m) X m null matrix 0 such 
that 
HA= f . 
[ 1 (3.2) 
The factorization (3.1) is obtained from (3.2), partitioning H as follows: 
Hz QT. 
[ 1 ST 
The columns of Q are the first m rows of the matrix H and now have unit 
length. Furthermore, the elements rii are generally not equal to one. 
From (3.1) the system (1.1) can be written as 
QTx=d, d=(RT)-‘b; 
the problem (1.2) as 
and the solution x* as 
x* = (I- Q(Q'Q) -lQT)p + Q(Q'Q) -Id 
or 
m 9;P m di 
X*=p- C Tqj+ C -9j. 
j-1 9j9j j=l 9;9j 
(3 *3) 
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Let us now describe an algorithm which successively 
,(i) ) i=l;*-,m, (x cm) = x*) of the problems 
min iIIx - P[12, 
ATI = b”’ 
computes the solutions 
where 
is the system of the first i equations of (1.1). 
Because of (3.3), the solution x(‘) can be written as 
i CrTP ,(Ocp_ C 
i di 
-4j + C -9j’ 
j = 1 9Tqj j = 1 STqj 
and we thus easily obtain the following algorithm: 
r’(p) = q,?p - di 
i=l;..,m. 
x(i) = x(i-l) r’(p) - -4i 
ClzTcli 
Since q%(‘) = di, it follows from (3.4) that 
qtTp = q,Tx(“-1). 
Then xti) can be computed by the algorithm 
x(O) = p 
,.i(x(i-l)) = qTx(i-l) _ di 
ri(r(i-l))q,, i=l,.*.,m. 
x(i) = x(i- 1) _ -- 
q:qi ’ i 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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If in (3.6) qi are computed by the modified Gram-Schmidt method, an 
algorithm is obtained which was studied in [l] for the computation of the 
minimum length solution. In [2] a numerical evaluation of (3.6) is given when 
9i are computed by means of Householder or modified Gram-Schmidt meth- 
ods. 
In the next section we will study the effects of rounding errors in the 
algorithms (3.4) and (3.6). We will now attempt to show that it is possible to 
compute 9i with (3.4) and (3.6). 
Denoting the columns of A by aj, j = 1,. . -, m, from (3.1), it easily 
follows that 
rji9j = ‘i_lUi, i=l;*.,m, (3.7) 
where 
and 
pi_l=z- y 4k4kT 
k=l 9.&k 
is the projection matrix onto the manifold { x : A:_ ix = O}. If we assume 
rii = 1, i = 1; . -, m, we have that 9r=a, and Q~, j=2;..,m, are the 
solutions of the problems 
min j=2;..,m. (3.8) 
A;_,x=O 
If yj’), j = 2;. .) m, denote the solutions of the problems 
min t]]r - ujl12 isI,... 
A;x = 0 
, j-1, j=2;..,m, 
then using (3.4) we obtain 
932 
yji) = yji-U _ J 
(3.9) 
9T9i 
9iY i=l,...,j-1 j=2;-.,m, 
9j = y!i-l) 
I ’ 
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and using (3.6) we obtain 
41=a, 
\ 
yP’ = a 
J J 
T (i-l) 
yfi) = y!i-l) _ 4i yj 
(3.10) 
I J -4iP 
4Tqi 
izl,... 
,j-1 ’ j=2,,..,m. 
4j = y!j-l) 
J / 
The method (3.9) is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method, and it is 
easy to prove that the computation of 9i by (3.10) is numerically equivalent to 
the modified Gram-Schmidt method. 
4. BASIC RESULTS FOR THE ERROR ANALYSIS 
Let us produce some perturbation theory results which will be used in the 
next section, where the computational errors of algorithms (3.4) and (3.6) will 
be studied. 
Let z) and A be approximations to the matrices Q and R. Let 0 be of 
full rank, and let R be an upper triangular nonsingular matrix. Considering 
the problem 
(4.1) 
let D be the m X m diagonal matrix of diagonal elements dii defined by 
if Q’Q=I, 
if Q’Q + 1. 
Because IIGill # 0 we can define 
QL@-1, R'= Dii, d’= D-Id”. 
The problem (4.1) can be written as follows: 
,F;,, illx - PII d’= (R’=) -lb, (4.2) 
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and its solution 2 as 
R = p - Q’( Q”Q’) ‘( Q”P - d’). (4.3) 
Let us denote by ?(‘r, i = 1,. . . , m, (a = it(*)) the vectors defined by 
f(i) = p - Q;( Q;‘Q;) _ ‘[ QirTp - d’(‘)], (4.4) 
where Qi’ is the matrix of the first i columns of Q’ and d’(‘) is the vector of 
the first i elements of d’. 
The algorithms (3.4) and (39, where the vectors qj are replaced by the 
columns of qj’ of Q’, and the elements rij of R by the elements rt> of R’, 
compute the vectors x’(i) defined by 
&i) = p _ Qir( Q;TP - d’(“)), 
x’ = x’(m)* 
(4.5) 
Denoting 
G=@-A=QQ’R’-A (4.6) 
and 
E = Q ‘TQ’ - I, (4.7) 
we will compute upper bounds, depending on IIG I( and )I E 11, for the errors 
llx* - 211 and IJf - ~‘11, and therefore also for 
(Ix* - x’ll < 11x* - q + Jlf - X’JI. 
THEOREM 4.1. If 
then if m -C n it follows that 
lb* - fll 
IIx*ll 
(4.8) 
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and if m = n it follows that 
IIT* - fll 
IIx*ll 
< R(A)IJGII. 
II4 
(4.9) 
Proof. The system 0% = d” can be written as (A + G)‘x = b. Formulas 
(4.8) and (4.9) then follow from (2.3) and (2.4). W 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf /IElI < 1 then 
Ilf - r’ll G llQ’l12 &llf - pll. (4.10) 
Proof. From (4.3) and (4.5), because d’= Q”?, we obtain 
3 - x’ = QI( Q,‘Q,) - ‘(I - Qt'Qt)Q"( 12 - p). 
Using 
(4.10) easily follows. 
Using (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), we have: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the hypotheses of the Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we 
have, if m < n, 
,+ I 
IIGII IIEII 
$$ G IIQ’ll”rz(A)fi l_~~~ll 
lb* - Pll 
IIx*ll 
IIEII 
+ llQ’l12~ 
ID* - PII 
I-IIEII llx*ll ’ 
and if m = n, 
Ilf - x’ll IIGII IJEll 
~ G IIQ’ll”~( 4 ~1_ll~ll 
IIx*ll 
IJEll Ilx* - PII 
+ llQ’l12~ 
I-- IIEII IIx*ll ’ 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
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Finally, using Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and Corollary 4.1, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it follows 
that if m < n, 
lb* - a 
,(x*ll it(a); WQ’l12~ 
i Ii 
1+ 
lb* - Pll 
lIx*ll 
) 
IJEll 
+ llQ’l12----- 
lIx* - Pll 
l- IIEII Ilx*ll ’ 
and if m = 12, 
IbY - X’II 
IIX*ll 
< k(A)E I+ ,,Q’,l”& 
i 
IIEII lb* - PII 
+ “Q”‘2 1 - J/E/j JJx*IJ ’ 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
5. ROUNDOFF ERROR ANALYSIS 
Let us now study the computational errors when the problem (1.2) is 
solved by the algorithm (3.4) or (3.6) on a computer with mixed precision 
arithmetic of relative precisions eps and eps’ (the scalar products are com- 
puted by arithmetic with relative precision eps2). 
Because of_round@g errors in the computation of the decomposition (3.1), 
the matrices Q and R (upper triangular) are computed instead of Q and R. 
Let c be the matrix such that 
-- 
A+G=QR. (54 
If the factorization (3.1) is executed by the modified Gram-Schmidt, House- 
holder, or Givens method, then the matrix c will satisfy 
llGllF G c(n, m)l141Fws+ 0(eps2), (5.2) 
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where 
i(m-I), modified Gram-Schmidt 
11 
h-4 = 29 m r method [S] , Householder method [ 6,7], (5.3) t(n-Lm-2), (t = 6,7.5,11,85) Givens method [6,8]. 
The computed solution L? of the triangular system Rry = b (using the 
substitution method in mixed precision arithmetic) satisfies 
(ii+U)%=b, (5.4) 
where U is an upper triangular matrix such that 
JUI < I?ileps + O(eps’) (5.5) 
(IUI and [RI denote the matrices of the absolute values of the elements of U 
and R). Moreover, if eps is sufficiently small, the nonsingularity of ?i will 
involve the nonsingularity of R + U. In the following, we assume that R + U 
is nonsingular. 
If 
and 
Q=Q 
fi=R+u, 
from (5.1) we have 
A+G=@, 
G=G+@J. 
If D, Q’, R’ are defined as in the previous section and, moreover, if we use 
U’ to denote the matrix 
if follows that 
U’ = DU, 
A + G = Q’R’ (5.6) 
12 
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G = G + Q'U', 
and from (5.5) we have 
IIW G IIWIFeps+ 0(ws2). 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Furthermore we denote 
E = QtTQ’ - 1. 
In conclusion, if the computation of the decomposition (3.1) and the 
solution of the triangular system RT~ = b, using the substitution method, is 
performed by mixed precision arithmetic of relative precisions eps and eps2, 
then the methods (3.4) and (3.6) applied in exact arithmetic, will give a 
vector x’ instead of x*. The vector x’ is expressed by (4.5) with the Q’ and R’ 
just defined. 
Let us now compute some upper bounds for ]]Q’]], ]]G]]/]]A]], and I(E(I for 
the modified Gram-Schmidt, Householder, and Givens methods. From (4.13) 
and (4.14) it is possible to obtain the corresponding upper bounds for the 
error [lx* - x’]]/](x*]]. The errors due to the floating point computation of the 
arithmetic expressions in (3.4) and (3.6) will be examined successively. 
We will use the results in [5] for the modified Gram-Schmidt method, 
those in [7] for the Householder method, the results in [8] for the Givens 
method. 
Furthermore it is useful to remember that if I? is an n X m matrix, it 
follows that 
(a) Modified Gram-Schmidt Method 
We have 
IIQ’II G llQ’llF = d2. 
Under the hypothesis 
p=3.42m(m+l)K(A)eps<l, 
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in [5] it is proved that 
llDiill < (1+ ~)~‘~llAll d 21’211AIl, (5.9) 
1.74 
llEll Q (l_ #2 m(m+l)K(A)eps. (5.10) 
From (5.7) and taking into account (5.2), (5.3), (5.8), and (5.9), it follows 
that 
IIGII - < [2’/2m + $n’/2(m - l)] eps+ 0(eps2). 
IIAII 
(5.11) 
From (4.13) and (4.14) some upper bounds on [Ix* - x’II/IIx*II can be 
found. Simple formulas are obtained if we assume 
In this case 
p<;. 
IIEII < P G i > 
k(A)fl<Lgl 
IIAII 1-p ’ 
and from (4.13) and (4.14) it follows that if m < n, 
lb* - x’ll d 
IIx*ll 
(2m+l)“x~x~lp” +(m+l)), (5.12) 
and if m = n, 
lb* - x’ll P 
i 
IbY - Pll 
Ilx*ll =s l-p m IIx*ll 
+(m+l) . 
I 
(5.13) 
@) Householder and Givens Methods 
In [6] it is proved that an n X m matrix Q* with pairwise orthonormal 
columns exists such that 
Q=Q*+ F, 
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where F is an n X m matrix which satisfies the relation 
The quantity C(n, m) is defined by (5.3). Moreover IlRi(lr < IlAllr + O(eps). 
Because Q’ = Q and u’ = U, it follows that 
IIQ’II = 1 + O(w), 
IIGII 
- < e’eps+ O(eps2), 
II4 
JIEJI G e”eps+ O(eps’), 
with 
i 
(29m + l)m’j2, 
al= [t(n+m-2)+1]m1/2, 
Householder method, 
Givens method, 
and 
Householder method, 
Givens method. 
From (4.13) and (4.14) is possible to find some upper bounds on ((x* - 
x’II/IJx*II. Simple formulas are obtained if we assume 
cu’K(A)eps d h. 
In this case 
IZ(A)IJC(( < 
a’K( A) eps 
IlAll 1- e’K(A)eps 
+ O(eps2) < 1+ 0(eps2), 
lIEI Q cr”eps+ 0(eps2) d 1+ 0(eps2), 
and from (4.13) and (4.14) it follows that if m < n, 
IIx* - 0 a’K( A) eps 
IIx*ll f 1- ol’K(A)eps 
a”eps JJx* - plJ 
+ 
1- e”eps JJx*JJ 
+ 0(eps2), (5.14) 
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and if m = n, 
(IX* - x’(( Q e’K( A)eps I + e”eps 
IIx*ll l- a’K(A)eps 1 - a” eps 
cu”eps )1x* - p)l 
+ 
1 - cz”eps IIx*ll 
+ O(eps’). (5.15) 
If mixed precision arithmetic is not used (i.e., scalar products are computed 
by arithmetic of relative precision eps), upper bounds on IlUll, llGll/llAll, [IElI 
and then on 11x* - x’II/IIx*II can be computed using the results of 
[51> [f-31> [71, PI. 
We have thus examined the effects of the numerical computation of the 
decomposition (3.1) and of the numerical solution of the triangular system 
?iry = b. It must be remembered that due to rounding errors, using (3.4) and 
(3.6), XCi’ (2 = ?cm)) will be computed instead of x’ci) (x’ = x’cm)). From the 
algorithm (3.4) we have 
(fl(~‘i-l)-qi(~~~-si)} if Q'Q=I, 
and from the algorithm (3.6) we have 
(fl{x(i-l)_-i(~~~(i-l)-di)} if Q'Q=Z. 
Here we have used the fl( 0) operator to signify computed quantities. 
The total error will be given by 
11x* - XII Q 11x* - x’ll+ [Ix’- XII. 
11~’ - Xl1 will then be examined. For this reason let us now prove a lemma 
which is useful in proving theorems which give bounds for (IX’ - r((. In the 
following we will assume that 
eps d 0.01. 
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LEMMA 5.1. IfQTQfIthen 
IIQ;TP - &(‘)[I < j1/211$i) - pll (5.18) 
and 
I(x’(‘)l( < IJplJf iljf”’ - p(l. 
Zf QTQ = I and IIQ’II = 1+ O(eps) then 
\)QITp - cl”“\ < )I?(” - p)) + O(eps) 
and 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
JIx’(‘)JI Q l(pJI + [If(‘) - pII+ O(eps) (5.21) 
Proof. Because 
IlQjll G IIQJIIF = j”’ if Q’QzI, 
IIQ(II = 1+ O(eps) if Q’Q = 1, 
from (4.4) we obtain (5.18) and (5.20), and from (4.5) we obtain (5.19) and 
(5.21). 
THEOREM 5.1. lf QTQ # I and XCi) (2 = ?(“‘)) is the computed value of 
x(‘) (x* = xcm)) using the algorithm (3.4), we have 
$0 = r(i- 1) - qi 
$p - di 
_T + .(i) 
4i qi 
(5.22) 
with 
\\a(‘)\\ < [ 5(1X(‘)\1+6((~x(i-“(I+ l\pl\] eps+ 0(eps2), (5.23) 
and furthermore 
z(i) = xt(i) + v(i) (5.24) 
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with 
v(i) = i .(j) 
j=l 
and 
17 
(5.25) 
i+1 
I~u(~)/) < (12i +6) Ilp)l+ ~113i-(‘)- pl) 1 eps+ 0(eps2). (5.26) 
Proof Computing in mixed precision arithmetic Xci), expressed by the 
first row of (5.16), we obtain 
Ilu(’ G eps 
i 
5@p - dJ 
IlCrill 
+ llX(‘-‘)ll+ llpll + O(eps2). 
1 
From this and because 
lTi,TP - Jil 
ll4ill 
Q p(i) _ .$-Ull+ ~~,(i)~l 
(5.23) will follow. Formula (5.24) is obtained recursively from (5.22). We can 
now prove (5.26). From (52.3, (5.24), and (5.25) we obtain 
Il~(~)ll d lleps 
i 
icI [ Ilu’i’ll+ IW(j) 
I 
+(i +6)11plJeps+ 0(eps2), 
from which we have 
k Ilx’(j)ll+ 711 PI) . (5.27) 
j=l 
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Denoting by L the lower triangular matrix of elements 
4, = 1, 
lki= - 
lleps 
1 - lleps 
~0, k> j, 
and by z and t the vectors of elements 
Zk = Ildk)ll > 
we can write (5.27) as 
Lz < 
lleps 
l-llepst’ 
computable matrix 
Therefore we have 
Because the nondiagonal elements of L are nonpositive and the easily 
L-’ is nonnegative, the matrix L will be monotone. 
From this it is easy to obtain 
and (5.26) thus follows. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Zf QTQ # Z and Xti) (?=?(m)) is the value of xCi) 
(x* = xc’“)) computed by the algorithm (3.6), then 
(5.28) 
with 
lldl)ll < eps [5lld’~ll+7llplll + 0b2) 
(5.29) 
lldi)ll < eps [5~~~(‘)~~+7~~X(‘-‘)~~] + 0(eps2), i=2;..,m. 
Moreover 
x(i) = xrti) + wti) (5.30) 
with 
D;2,[g1p - &-‘)I 
- -T 
+ I-& w(i-1)+7(i), i=2;..,m. 
[ 1 
(5.31) 
and 
Ilw(‘)ll G eps (511x ‘(‘?I+ ~IIPII} + 0(w2), 
I(w(~)JI < (i - l)i’/211f(‘) - pll I(Ell(l+Gieps) 
+ 12[ ilJpl(+ ( i2 + l)llf”’ - pll] eps 
+ 0(eps2), i=2;..,m. (5.32) 
Proof. The proof of (5.28) and (5.29) is similar to the proof given in 
Theorem 5.1 for the formulas (5.22) and (5.23). 
Let us now prove (5.30) and (5.31) by induction. These formulas are true 
for i=l. We assume that they are true for i=2;..,j--1. We will now 
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prove that they are true for i = j. From (5.28) we have successively 
$0 = P - Qj_I~I:~I(Q;_lP - &j-l)) + ,Ci-1) 
-~~j(~~[p-~j_lD~~l(~~_lP-~(j~l))+W(j-l)] -d-j 
I 
= p -Qj-,q12,[Q;_,P - 8-l)] -&qj(i+-dj) 
I I 
,Ci-1) + .(i) 
= p _ gjy[ Q+ - Z(j)] + w(j). 
Let us now prove (5.32). Because 1jqi11= 1, IIq[TQ(_I\I < llE\l, (II - qlq!Tll 
= 1, by (5.18), (5.29), and (5.30) we have 
(Jw(q < i”2)p?(I (19’) - pl(+ IIw(i-l’ll 
teps {5((~(‘)~~+7(lw(‘-‘)(I 
+5\~x”“~~+7~~x ‘(i-1)ll} + O(eps2). 
From this, by (5.19), we obtain 
IIw(“II 
1+7eps 
< 1 _ 5eps IN+-‘)I1 
+ 1 _ keps { i”2llf(” - pll llEll+eps [1211pll+(12i - 7)l19i) - Pill} 
+ 0(eps2), 
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and recursively, 
Ilw(i)ll g I+ 7eps 
i 1 
i-l 
l- 5eps ll~(‘)ll 
+[( :‘1:)1’1]( i&J 
x { jl/2ll.$i) _ pll llEll+eps [12ll~ll+(12i - 7)114(“) - PHI} 
+ O(eps2). 
From this last formula and taking into account (5.29), Formulas (5.31) and 
(5.32) are proved. 
THEOREM 5.3. Zf Q’Q = I, if lIQ’lI = 1 + O(eps), and $ZCi) (X = ?(“‘)) 
is the value of xCi) (x* = xc’“)) computed by the algorithm (3.4), then we 
have 
.$i) = g(i- 1) - q( q;p - &) + a’Ci) (5.33) 
with 
jla’(‘)ll < [3~~X(i)~~+4~~X(i-1)~~+ llpll] eps+ 0(eps2). (5.34) 
Moreover 
x(i) = xf(i) + vf(i) (5.35) 
with 
V 
p(i) = 
i 
.t(j) 
j=l 
(5.36) 
and 
Ilv’(‘)ll d (8i +4)[ IIpII+ )I$(‘) - pll] eps+ 0(eps2). (5.37) 
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. w 
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THEOREM 5.4. Zf Q’Q = I, if IIQ’II = 1+ O(eps), ad if Xci) (X = gcrn)) 
is the value ofx(‘) (x* = xcm)) computed by the algorithm (3.6), then 
x(i) = .$- 1) _ si( qT.Ci-1) _ Ji) + .‘ci) (5.38) 
with 
l(~‘(l)ll G eps [3llx”“ll+5llPlll + 0(ePs2) 
ll~‘(~)lj < eps [3l~X(‘)l)+5l~X(‘-“ll] + 0(eps2), i=2;.*,m. 
(5.39) 
Moreover 
x(i) = xf(i) + wl(i) (5.40) 
with 
w’(i) = Qiq;Qi_l[Q~_lp - J(‘-‘)I 
+ [I - igig] w’(i-l) + ,f(i), i=2;..,m, 
and 
llw’(‘)ll Q eps (311x ‘(l)ll+ 511 PII} + 0(eps2) 
l~w’(~)ll G (i - 1)(14(‘) - p(l llEll(1+4i eps) 
+8ieps [ll~ll+ Ilfci) - PIII 
+ 0(eps2), i=2;..,m. 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. n 
We can now compute bounds on 11x’- Xll/llx*ll for the algorithms (3.4) 
and (3.6) when the orthogonal decomposition of A is performed by the 
modified Gram-Schmidt, Householder, or Givens method. 
(a) Modified Gram-Schmidt Method 
(al) Algorithm (3.4). F rom Theorem 5.1, with p < 0.5, we have, if 
m < n, 
lb - 211 IIPII m+l 
~ Q (12m +6) 
llx* - Pll 
- 
lIx*ll Ilr*ll+ 2 
-+(m+l) 
llx*ll I 
eps, (5.43) 
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andif m=n, 
llx’ - XII 
~ < (12m +6) 
WI1 
IIPII m+l m + 1 lb* - Pll --- 
11x*11+ 2 + 2 IIx*ll 1 eps . (5.44) 
(~2) Algorithm (3.6). Taking into account Theorem 5.2, with p < 0.5, we 
have, if m < n, 
IN- XII 
IIx*ll 
<(m - l)m’/2p 1+2 [ ‘“~~l~‘](1 + 6m eps) 
+12eps 
IIPII 
mllxt((+(m’+l) 
Ilx* - Pll 
11 llx*ll ’ 
(5.45) 
and if m = n, 
llx’ - XII 
llx*ll 
< (m - l)m’12p l+ [ “x~~,r1](1+6m eps) 
u+(m2+l)(l+ “;*Ilp’j]. (5.46) 
IIx*ll 
(b) Householder and Givens Methods 
(bl) Algorithm (3.4). From Theorem 5.3, with a’K(A)eps < 0.5, we 
have, if m < n 
+2 IF* - Pll 
Ilx*ll 
+ 1 eps+ 0(eps2), (5.47) 1 
andif m=n, 
+ 1 eps + 0(eps2). 1 (5.48) 
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(b2) Algorithm (3.6). Taking into account Theorem 5.4, with a’K( A)eps 
< 0.5, we have, if m < n, 
Ilx’ - XII 
lIx*Il 
<a”(?r?l) 1+2 
[ 
11x* - Pll 
llx*ll 
II Pll 
+8m 1(x*11 +2 [- 
IF* - PII 
Ilx*lI 
+ 1 eps+ 0(eps2), 1 (5.49) 
andif m=n, 
IX - WI 
_<a 
“(m- 1)[1+ “‘,ixy,P” eps 1 
+8m IIPII + 11x*- Pll 
[ llx*ll lIx*ll 
+ 1 epst O(eps2). 1 (5.50) 
Let Q now be the computed value of Q using the modified Gram-Schmidt 
method. Let us give an upper bound on jloj - ?jjll which will be used in the 
following section. 
From the results of Section 3, the algorithm (3.10) will compute the 
columns qj of Q. From (5.12) and (5.45) we will have then 
ll9j - qjll G II’ ‘II J *(5j+6) 
+3~~ajl~(12j2 +7j + 12)eps, 
where pi-i is 
6. LINEAR DEPENDENCE, CONSISTENCY, PIVOTING, AND 
SCALING 
(5.51) 
From the theoretical point of view, the above algorithms can also be used 
to check whether an equation of (1.1) is linearly dependent on the previous 
equations and, moreover, if the system (1.1) is consistent. 
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From (3.7) if rii9i = 0, then the ith column of A will be linearly 
dependent on the previous columns. Consequently, if 9i = 0 occurs during the 
modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonal factorization or if rii = 0 occurs during 
the Householder or Givens factorization, then we must also check whether 
uyxci - ‘) - bi = 0. If so, the ith equation will be a linear combination of the 
previous equations; otherwise the system (1.1) will not be consistent. 
Numerical checks are not so easy. In [3] a bound on the error 1 [riil - lTiil 1 
is computed, where rii is the computed value of rii with the Householder or 
Givens method. In this paper the second member of (5.51) is an upper bound 
on I II9iII - IIqiII I) where 9i - is an approximation, computed using the modified 
Gram-Schmidt method, to the vector 9i. Both upper bounds are functions of 
]]a i]] and of the condition number of Ai_ i. This suggests that in the 
algorithms for computing the decomposition (3.1) a scaling procedure to 
impose [(ai]] = 1, i = 1; * ., m, and a pivoting procedure, analogous to that 
performed in algorithms for least squares problems [q], should both be 
applied. 
However, in ill-conditioned problems, it is very difficult and sometimes 
impossible to check the linear dependence of columns of the matrix A. 
Analogous troubles occur when performing consistency checks on the system 
(1.1) [3]. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Let us now examine the bounds on the errors [Ix*- x’]]/](x*]] and 
J/x’- ?]]/]]r*]] obtained in the previous sections. We particularly want to 
point out their dependence on K(A) and ]]r* - p]]/]]r*]]. This also explains 
the numerical results on the algorithm (3.6) given in [2]. 
The upper bounds obtained for ]]x’- %]]/]]x*]] are independent of the 
product K(A)llx* - ~ll/ll~*ll except for the algorithm (3.6), in which the 9i 
are computed by the modified Gram-Schmidt method. 
The upper bounds on J]x* - x’]]/]]x*]] depend on the product K(A)]]x* - 
p]]/ ]]x*]] except when m = n and the decomposition (3.1) is computed by the 
Householder or Givens methods. 
From the computational error point of view, there is no significant 
difference between the algorithms (3.4) and (3.6) if the matrix Q is com- 
puted using the same method in both. Moreover, the algorithms (3.4) 
and (3.6) do not substantially differ if the matrix Q is computed by the 
Householder or by the Givens method. 
The numerical results obtained in [2] for algorithm (3.6) can be now 
explained: if m < n there will be no substantial differences in the results when 
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Q is computed by the modified Gram-Schmidt or the Householder method; if 
m = n better results are obtained if Q is computed by the Householder 
method. 
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